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AUTHOR - 1996-CURRENT
Cynthia Stewart is a fiction and non-fiction writer and playwright. She is the author
of several books, which include Dream BIG! A Woman’s Book of Network Marketing,
and Creating Wealth on the Web. Her short stories have been published in New York
Times best-selling books, which include Chicken Soup for the College Soul, Christmas
Miracles, Stories For a Grad’s Heart, and Heart Touchers. Her books have been
translated into 5 languages and read worldwide. Cynthia writes for popular
magazines, websites, and various editorials. She has been a guest on numerous
radio and television shows including popular morning show, The View, hosted by
Barbara Walters.
DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR, PBS TELEVISION - 1998-2002
Corporate Experience America, a PBS Television’s nationally broadcast weekly
show. Cynthia headed up the funding project and worked directly with the
producer and cast to produce this popular PBS show signing corporate sponsors
for the 1.3 million dollar annual budget.
PUBLIC SPEAKER - 1995-2009
For audiences of up to twenty thousand and corporations across the country,
Cynthia has spread her infectious enthusiasm for life, over-coming obstacles, and has
inspired people worldwide with her message of hope. She has shared the stage
with celebrities and industry greats such as Dale Carnegie, Zig Ziglar, Dexter Yager,
and two presidents of the United States.
FOR MORE INFORMATION - PUBLIC SPEAKING AND APPEARANCES
Cynthia lives with her family on the west coast. If you would like to request an
appearance, or schedule a reading, please email Cynthia with details:
Cynthia@CynthiaStewart.com.

